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ABSTRACT
Soundfield inside an enclosed space depends in a complex way upon interactions between emitted sound waves and
different reflecting, diffracting, and scattering surfaces. 3-D microphone arrays provide tools for investigating and
recording these interactions. This paper discusses several existing array techniques introducing a variety of application
targets for the HUT microphone probe. Applications include directional measurement, analysis, and visualization
of room responses, estimation of room parameters and analysis of source and surface positions. In a dynamic case
the probe can be utilized in source tracking and beam steering, as well as in tracking its own position. Furthermore,
the probe can be used to simulate some microphone arrays commonly used in surround sound recording. In each
application case both general theory and its relation to the HUT probe is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In all practical situation soundfield inside an enclosed space
consists of acoustical waves propagating in several different
directions. Sound waves emitted by a source are reflected,
diffracted, and scattered by different obstacles including the
walls of the enclosure. This results in a complex field, the
properties of which cannot be comprehensively captured in
one-dimensional signals or parameters.

Different practitioners have different viewpoints into spatial
sound. Researchers and acoustical engineers often want to
measure a response to a given stimulus in a room, in order

to gain information about the reasons why the room sounds
like it does. The motivation for this may be an attempt to
change the acoustics, or a pure scientific interest in the un-
derlying phenomena, including perception of spatial sound. A
recording engineer, on the other hand, may want to capture a
performance in a room so that an illusion of the room can be
later reproduced somewhere else. Another related problem is
selective recording of certain sound sources. Third distinct
area of interest is acoustical orientation, i.e., localization of
sound sources, reflecting obstacles and surfaces, or the re-
ceiver itself based on received sound signals. Of course, there
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Fig. 1: The HUT 3-D microphone probe.

are also intersections between these viewpoints.

This paper describes applications of a 3-D microphone array
in all the previously mentioned tasks. The HUT microphone
probe consists of 12 miniature electret microphone capsules
arranged as two concentric pairs in each of x-, y-, and z-
coordinate axes. The inner pairs are set with a spacing of 10
mm and the outer pairs with a spacing of 100 mm between the
capsules. The probe was originally designed for measurement
purposes but has proven useful in other applications as well.
A picture of the probe is shown in Fig. 1. Related hardware
and software are described in [1] and [2].

The paper is divided into three parts. The first part discusses
directional measurement and analysis of room responses. Sec-
ond part presents some possibilities of using the probe in
sound recording. Finally, the third part introduces source
localization techniques applicable both in measurement pur-
poses and in acoustical orientation.

ROOM RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS
Measurement of room responses and analysis of related at-
tributes is a common task in audio and acoustics. Most often
an omnidirectional response to a preferably omnidirectional
stimulus is acquired. This is sufficient for calculation of sev-
eral room-acoustical parameters. However, single omnidirec-
tional responses and standard parameters provide only lim-
ited information about the actual acoustics of the room and
its perceptual properties.

Microphone array techniques utlilized in room response mea-
surements can be roughly divided into two categories. In
the first category large arrays spanning a significant distance,
area, or volume in the room are utilized. This gives a repre-
sentation of the evolving soundfield as a function of spatial
position. Application of a long line array in this purpose

has been described in [3]. In the second category small arrays
such as the HUT microphone probe are used to give a listener
centered view of the directional soundfield. The following dis-
cussion concentrates on methods in the latter category.

Directional sound pressure components
Ideal omnidirectional microphones are sensitive to sound pres-
sure, which as a scalar quantity does not include any direc-
tional information. Systems with varying directional sensitiv-
ity can be formed by appropriately combining the signals of
two or more closely spaced omnidirectional microphones. An
attractive feature of using an array of omnidirectional micro-
phones in place of directional microphones is the possibility
to vary and steer the directivity patterns later in the postpro-
cessing phase.

First-order differential directivity patterns can be easily cre-
ated using the signals of a closely spaced pair of microphones.
This kind of beamforming methods are analogous to the con-
struction of microphones with built-in directionality [4, 5].
Basically, all that is needed is some equalization and delay,
and a weighted summation of the resulting signals. An ideal
dipole has a directivity pattern of the form

E(θ) = cos(θ) (1)

where θ is the angle of arrival of a plane wave related to the
line connecting the pair of microphones. This kind of a pat-
tern is constructed from the equalized difference of the signals
of the microphones. A cardioid pattern, on the other hand,
is based on a difference where one of the signals is delayed
by the time corresponding to the propagation of sound over
the distance between the microphones. Another way of form-
ing a cardioid is to sum two signals with omnidirectional and
dipole directivity patterns. More generally, any first-order
differential pattern can be formed as a weighted sum of an
omnidirectional pattern and a dipole pattern resulting in the
directivity

E(θ) = α+ (1 − α) cos(θ) (2)

Differential directivity patterns with some common α are
shown in Fig. 2.

A simple steering method for first-order differential patterns
has been patented by Elko [6]. His method is based on steer-
ing a dipole pattern, after which any first-order pattern can
be created as a combination with an omnidirectional signal as
described. In the case of the HUT microphone probe dipoles
in x-, y-, and z-directions can be readily formed from corre-
sponding microphone pairs. A signal of a steered dipole can
then be written in the form

E(θ, φ) = cos(θ) sin(φ)Ex + sin(θ) sin(φ)Ey + cos(φ)Ez (3)

where θ is the azimuth angle and φ is the elevation angle of
the resulting dipole pattern, and Ex, Ey, and Ez are signals
with dipole patterns facing at the directions of x-, y-, and
z-axis, respectively.

The resolution provided by first-order differential directivity
patterns may not always be optimal for measurement pur-
poses. Okubo et al. [7] have proposed a product of dipole and
cardioid signals in order to construct a unidirectional directiv-
ity pattern with more selectivity than the first-order cardioid.
The resulting pattern is shown in Fig. 3. For broadband sig-
nals this method is, of course, applicable in the frequency
domain only, since a time domain multiplication would result
in harmonics at sum and difference frequencies of original sig-
nal components. Okubo et al were using an array with single
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Fig. 2: Polar plots of the logarithmic magnitude responses of
first-order differential directivity patterns with some typical
α in Eq (2).

concentric pairs of omnidirectional microphones on horizontal
(x- and y-) coordinate axis, complemented with a microphone
in the middle of the array.

The difference of the signals of a pair of microphones ap-
proximates the gradient of the soundfield at low frequencies.
The upper frequency limit is constrained by the distance be-
tween the microphones. At frequencies where the wavelength
of sound is comparable to the microphone spacing, the ap-
proximation of gradient is no longer valid and the directivity
pattern is distorted. The lower limit, on the other hand, is
defined by the phase errors and signal-to-noise ratio of the
measurement system. Furthermore, the so called proximity
effect causes the magnitude response of a differential system
to depend on the distance of a sound source located close to
the microphones [4]. In the HUT microphone probe these
frequency range problems have been alleviated by positioning
two sets of microphones at different distances from the center,
allowing thus combined operation on two frequency scales.

Apart from differential techniques, a common method for
beamforming is summation of several microphone signals de-
layed so that they are in phase for sound waves arriving from
the desired direction. A problem related to this kind of meth-
ods is changing directivity as a function of frequency. The
narrowing of the beam with increasing frequency can be pre-
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Fig. 3: A polar plot of the logarithmic magnitude response
of the directivity pattern proposed by Okubo et al [7].

vented by frequency dependent shading of the outer elements
in an array [8, 9]. Arrays with non-uniform spacing between
microphones have also been used [10]. However, delay-and-
sum beamforming at low frequencies requires the size of an
array to be comparable to the wavelength of sound, while the
spacing between the microphones used at high frequencies
needs be comparable to the wavelength at those frequencies
in order to avoid spatial aliasing. For a small array, such
as the HUT microphone probe, differential methods provide
thus better results for wideband beamforming. If the HUT
probe were to be used as a delay-and-sum beamformer, its
geometry could be utilized either as line or plane arrays, or
as a sparsely sampled spherical shell or volume array [11, 12].

Separation of measured impulse responses into directional
components allows isolated investigation of reflections and
diffraction caused by objects in a chosen direction as seen
from the listening position. This may sometimes be useful,
but in general separate treatment of different directions re-
sults in a vast amount of data that is hard to interpret. That
is why patterns with higher directivity have not been found
very practical in measurement applications. On the contrary,
methods for more compact representation of data have been
explored. However, Broadhurst [13] has described the design
of a sparse volumetric array having a beamwidth of 32◦ for
acoustical measurements. Unfortunately he does not discuss
the actual measurements and their interpretation in his paper.
Some higher order beamforming methods are also applicable
with the HUT microphone and will be discussed in this paper
in connection with acoustic communications applications and
source localization.

Sound intensity
Sound intensity describes the propagation of energy in a
soundfield. Being a vector quantity, it naturally includes a di-
rectional aspect. Measured sound intensity data complements
nicely the pressure-related impulse responses in characteriza-
tion of a directional soundfield. Especially the differences
between sound pressure and intensity fields may be of inter-
est. For example, in a completely diffuse soundfield, intensity
should be zero irrespective of the sound pressure level.

Intensity is defined as the product of sound pressure and
particle velocity. In a standard intensity measurement tech-
nique the pressure signals p1(t) and p2(t) of a pair of closely
placed omnidirectional microphones are used to approximate
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the pressure and velocity components in a point halfway be-
tween the microphones. With these signals the instantaneous
intensity in the direction of a line connecting the two micro-
phones can be approximated with

I(t) ≈ 1

2ρ0d
[p1(t) + p2(t)]

� t

−∞
[p1(τ) − p2(τ)] dτ (4)

where ρ0 is the mean density of air and d is the distance
between the microphones [14]. A 3-D intensity vector can be
determined using three concentric pairs of microphones in the
directions of x-, y-, and z-coordinate axis, such as in the HUT
microphone probe.

Sound intensity can be divided into active and reactive com-
ponents. The active component describes the net transport of
sound energy and can be calculated as the average of instan-
taneous intensity. Frequency distribution of active intensity
can also be determined with an FFT-based method from the
imaginary part of the cross-spectral density Gp1p2 of the mi-
crophone signals [14, 15]

I(ω) ≈ − j

ρ0ωd
Im {Gp1p2(ω)} (5)

where ω is the angular frequency, j is the imaginary unit, and
Gp1p2 is given by

Gp1p2(ω) = 2P ∗
1 (ω)P2(ω) (6)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and P1(ω) and P2(ω)
are the Fourier transforms of the microphone signals p1(t) and
p2(t), respectively.

The finite difference approximations of sound pressure and
particle velocity in the point halfway between the micro-
phones cause frequency dependent systematic error to the ap-
proximation. The actual error depends on the acoustical field
being measured [14]. Chung [16] has proposed a practical
upper limit of

kd = 1 ⇔ fL =
c

2πd
(7)

where k is the wave number, fL is the limiting frequency and
c is the speed of sound. The practical lower frequency limit,
on the other hand, depends on the phase errors of the mea-
surement system. In the HUT microphone probe concentric
microphone pairs with two different spacings can once again
be used to extend the frequency range. With a larger array
having microphones outside the coordinate axis, a method
proposed by Kuttruff [17] could also be utilized in order to
further reduce the approximation errors.

Visualization of directional room responses
As mentioned earlier, directional processing of room responses
results in a large amount of data that is difficult to interpret.
Examining several figures of directional sound pressure and
intensity components is not very informative. A simple visu-
alization method for directional room responses was proposed
in [18]. The method is a combination of two overlaid plots.
Active intensity is represented as vectors (quiver plot) laid on
top of a sound pressure related spectrogram. Both quantities
are analyzed with same time-frequency resolution. One com-
bination plot illustrates horizontal information and another
one elevation information in the median plane. In the orig-
inal paper both uniform and auditory frequency resolutions
were applied.

An example of the visualization method is shown in Fig. 4.
The plot clearly shows the direct sound followed by discrete

reflections from the floor, the ceiling, and the front wall of the
room. After these the density of reflections gets higher and
the chosen time-frequency resolution cannot distinguish single
wideband reflections. In a larger room the first reflections are
sparser in time and interesting phenomena can still be seen
much later in the responses.

SOUND RECORDING
In conventional studio recording applications microphone ar-
rays may not provide much added value. Typically, a record-
ing engineer can choose the microphones he likes and set them
the way he likes. Arrays could, of course, be used to simu-
late directional microphones, but there is no point in using
a number of expensive studio quality microphones to replace
single devices that are readily available. However, in natural
stereo and surround sound recording, as well as in telecon-
ferencing applications, microphone arrays have proven useful.
The following discussion concentrates on surround sound and
teleconferencing arrays. For a review of the fairly well estab-
lished stereo recording techniques see [19].

Surround sound
Several current and past surround sound reproduction sys-
tems are discussed in a review by Steinke [20]. Correspond-
ing multi-channel recording techniques can be roughly divided
into two categories similar to the measurement arrays. In the
first category several microphones are placed in different loca-
tions in a room or a concert hall. Typically some of them are
located close to sound sources to get the direct sound, while
others are used to capture the reverberation and spatiousness
from a distance. Often more ambience is added with artifi-
cial reverberators. The resulting signals are then processed
and mixed down into a set of channels for reproduction with
a specific loudspeaker setup. This kind of a recording tech-
niques do not necessarily require any microphone arrays. If
the acoustics of a hall is tried to reproduce as naturally as
possible, a small number of microphones with a definite place-
ment related to each other is, however, often used as a main
array. Principles of this kind of recording techniques and some
common geometries for main arrays for 5.1 reproduction, are
discussed in [21].

Recording arrays in the second category try to capture the
authentic soundfield in a single position in a room. These
arrays can be further divided into coincident and spaced se-
tups, where coincident arrays aim for recording the soundfield
in a single point of space while in spaced arrays microphones
are set with small distances between them. Lipschitz [19] still
categorizes spaced arrays into quasi-coincident and spaced se-
tups based on the distances between microphones. In this
text, however, both quasi-coincident and spaced arrays are
referred to as spaced.

Coincident recording arrays
The earliest surround sound reproduction systems were so
called quadraphonic setups where four loudspeakers were
placed in corners of a rectangle with two speakers in front
of and two speakers behind the listener. (The term quadra-
phonics also refers to matrixing of four discrete mono repro-
duction channels into a stereo signal [20, 22, 23].) Design of
a single quadraphonic microphone consisting of four coinci-
dent cardioids aligned in the directions of the loudspeakers
is described in [24]. A quadraphonic loudspeaker setup can-
not, however, create an illusion of sound sources on the sides
of the listener because of the known incapability to create
stable phantom sources between speakers positioned in front
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Fig. 4: Visualization of the directional room responses measured from the listening room of HUT Acoustics laboratory, analyzed
with a uniform time-frequency resolution. The direct sound arrives in about 7 ms from a front left direction in the horizontol
plane. The next events are reflections from the floor and from the ceiling and can be seen to propagate to the same direction
in the horizontal plane. In about 12 ms these there can be seen some more diffuse reflections from the diffracting constructions
on the left side wall followed by a clear discrete reflection from the front wall of the room in about 15 ms. After 20 ms no clear
wideband reflections can be seen anymore.

of and behind the listener [25]. Also the insufficient direc-
tional resolution provided by cardioid microphones causes a
recorded sound source to spread into several or all loudspeak-
ers in reproduction.

Ambisonics [26, 27, 28] is a generalized 3-D system approach
to surround sound. The method is based on reconstruction of
soundfield with spherical harmonic functions. In theory, func-
tions up to any order could be used [28]. However, only first-
and second order systems have been found to be practical. In
the so called B-format of first-order ambisonics the soundfield
is divided into an omnidirectional component W (zeroth-order
spherical harmonic) and three dipole components X, Y , and
Z in the directions of corresponding cartesian coordinate axis
(three linearly independent first-order spherical harmonics).
The signal P (θ, φ) to be reproduced by a loudspeaker in any
direction defined by the azimuth angle θ and the elevation
angle φ, can then be written in the form

P (θ, φ) = W + 3[cos(θ) sin(φ)X + sin(θ) sin(φ)Y + cos(φ)Z]
(8)

where it is assumed that the level of W equals the level of the
dipole signals in the direction of their maximum gain [28].

The gain coefficient 3 in Eq (8) compensates for the lower
pickup energy of dipoles in a diffuse field. The resulting
sum corresponds to a signal recorded from a soundfield with
a hypercardioid microphone pointing in the direction of the
loudspeaker used for reproduction. This gives maximal direc-

tional discrimination that is available with first-order direc-
tivity patterns. However, the large rear-lobe of a hypercar-
dioid causes a recorded signal to be reproduced in opposite
phase from loudspeakers in opposite directions. Depending
on loudspeaker configuration less resolution may sometimes
give better sounding results, and can be achieved by reducing
the gain factor [28]. In [26, 29, 30] a coefficient of 2 has been
utilized resulting in a pattern close to supercardioid.

Typically first-order ambisonics is recorded with a soundfield
microphone constructed of four coincident cardioid capsules
mounted in the form of a tetrahedron [31, 32]. A cardioid
pattern consists of zeroth- and first-order spherical harmon-
ics, and the B-format signals can thus be constructed from
the cardioids with simple linear algebra. The easiest way to
use the HUT microphone probe for ambisonics recordings is,
however, to directly extract the omnidirectional and dipole
signals needed in the B-format.

A second-order ambisonics system can be formed by adding
five microphone channels with linearly independent second-
order spherical harmonic (clover-leaf) pickup patterns to a
first-order system. The second-order patterns are illustrated
in Fig. 5. All the signals needed for construction of these pat-
terns, as well as the first-order patterns, can be obtained using
an array of twelwe small cardioid capsules mounted to form
a regular dodecahedron. In this case, the unavoidable non-
coincidence of the microphones is taken advantage of by cre-
ating the second-order patterns by applying differential tech-
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Fig. 5: Second order spherical harmonic functions.

niques to the cardioid signals [28]. The required second-order
patterns can also be formed for a limited frequency range with
the HUT microphone probe. However, steering them to cor-
rect directions related to each other is not possible and thus
second-order abisonics cannot be recorded. Construction of
second-order differential patterns with the probe is discussed
in more detail in the section of acoustic communications ap-
plications in this paper.

The absolute minimum number of loudspeakers for ambisonic
reproduction is defined by the number of encoded channels,
i.e., for first-order ambisonics the minimum is 4 and for
second-order 9. More than that are needed to fully reproduce
all the encoded information about the spatial distribution of
sound energy around a listener. However, in ambisonics the
directional resolution is naturally limited by the order of the
spherical harmonic reconstruction and thus adding more loud-
speakers will not sharpen the images after a certain limit [28].

The focus of phantom images resulting from several coincident
multi-channel recording and panning techniques in a 2-D re-
production system has been compared by Martin et al [29].
In their tests with an 8-speaker setup, second-order ambison-
ics was able to produce very focused images in all directions.
First-order ambisonics was less focused and the effect of re-
production of signals with opposite phase on the sides of a lis-
tener was apparent. The most blurred images were produced
by a panning method simulating recordings with 8 cardioid
microphones. An interesting comparison of simulated direc-
tional localization cues produced by different recording and
reproduction methods has also been presented by Pulkki [30].

Spaced recording arrays
Recordings with an array of coincident microphones cap-
ture only localization cues that are recreated in reproduction
with some form of amplitude panning between loudspeakers.
Theile [21] has argued that microphones with a wider spac-
ing are able to produce more natural spatial impression due
to their inherent inter-channel temporal differences between
recorded channels. However, the perceived images of discrete
sound sources will usually be more ambiguous [19, 30]. This
scheme may also lead to severe colorization due to comb fil-
tering, if signals are mixed down with a simple summation for
reproduction with a system with less channels.

Implementation of several spaced surround sound recording
arrays has been described in the literature. Johnston and
Lam [33] have reported experiments with a 3-D array of seven
directional microphones. In their array, five hypercardioid mi-
crophones were placed on a circle in the horizontal plane and

two microphones with more directivity were facing up and
down. Special arrays incorporating a diffracting sphere and
a dummy head have been described in [34] and [35], respec-
tively. This kind of constructions are not possible with the
HUT microphone probe, although coincident patterns similar
to the ones used by Johnston and Lam could be formed.

Williams and Le Dû [36] have developed an interesting tech-
nique for construction of 2-D recording arrays from cardioid
microphones. To take full advantage of their method the po-
sitions and orientations of the recording microphones need to
be adjustable, but some principles can also be applied to an
array of coincident directional microphones. The method is
based on manipulation of so called coverage angles of pairs
of directional microphones. A coverage angle determines the
limits for directional angles of sound sources, as seen by the
microphones, that can be naturally reproduced with a pair of
loudspeakers. If a source gets outside the coverage angle it
will be localized into one loudspeaker only. The angle depends
on the distance and the angle between microphones forming a
pair and it can be offset (rotated) by non-symmetrical move-
ment of the microphones, or by introducing delay or gain to
one of the microphone signals. The rotation can be seen as a
form of time-intensity trading used to adjust the localization
of a phantom source created from a real source in a defined
direction. The trading, of course, results in conflicting ILD
and ITD cues in reproduction, but within reasonable limits
the coverage angles can be adjusted.

The idea of the method of Williams and Le Dû is to manip-
ulate coverage angles of pairs of adjacent microphones in an
array such that they finally cover 360◦ with no overlap. The
recorded and manipulated signals of microphones are then
played back with corresponding loudspeakers. The number
of microphones and loudspeakers must be the same but their
directions can differ. If the angle between a pair of loudspeak-
ers is different from the coverage angle of the corresponding
pair of microphones, the soundscape inside the coverage angle
will be stretched or compressed in playback, accordingly.

Since in the case of the HUT microphone probe, adjustment
of coverage angles by changing distances between pairs of di-
rectional microphones is not possible, the usability of the al-
gorithm is limited. A new degree of freedom can, however,
be introduced by allowing small changes in the directivity of
a simulated microphone. This will once again lead to differ-
ent distortion of the reproduced surrounding sound field. A
more formal analysis of the different warpings created by this
method, with or without a possibility to adjust the directivity
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Fig. 6: Second order toroidal directivity pattern.

patterns, would require further testing.

Acoustic communications applications
For teleconferencing applications several special microphones
and microphone arrays have been developed. Automatic mi-
crophone steering is one possibility for enhancing the pickup
of a single speaker. Steering of first-order differential direc-
tivity patterns was already discussed in measurement appli-
cations and source localization methods will be introduced in
the following section. A different approach is taken in systems
with special directivity patterns. One common construction
is a toroidal pattern (Fig. 6). The idea is that a toroidal
microphone is placed on a table where it effectively picks up
the speech of people sitting around the table while rejecting
the sound from an overhead speaker.

A first-order toroid having a dipole pickup pattern in any
vertical plane can be constructed by summing the signals of
two orthogonal coincident horizontal dipoles in quadrature
phase [4]. This can be easily realized with the HUT micro-
phone probe by forming two dipole signals and using a Hilbert
transformer [38] to rotate the phase of one of them by 90◦.
Second-order toroids, on the other hand, can be directly cre-
ated by summing the signals of two orthogonal coincident
second-order dipoles.

An implementation of a second-order toroidal microphone
system with four closely spaced first-order dipoles is described
by Sessler et al [39, 40]. The same method can be applied to
the HUT microphone probe as follows. The placement of the
omnidirectional microphones in the horizontal plane of the
probe is illustrated in Fig. 7. Four closely spaced first-order
dipole patterns can be formed as the difference signals of pairs
(1, 5), (2, 6), (3, 7), and (4, 8). Second-order dipoles now re-
sult from the summation of dipoles (1, 5) with (3, 7), and (2, 6)
with (4, 8). A toroidal pattern is, thus, created as the sum of
all the four dipole signals. Unofortunately this kind of use of
second-order techniques prevents the extension of frequency
range by combined use of two pairs of microphes with differ-
ent spacings. Moreover, problems with signal-to-noise ratio
and proximity effect get more severe with higher directivity.
Thus, either frequency range must be limited or directivity
needs to be compromised when using the probe as a toroidal
microphone.

6 8

5

7

2 4

3

1

Fig. 7: Positions of the omnidirectional microphones in the
horizontal plane of the HUT microphone probe.

Another useful feature in microphone systems designed for
communications applications is higher order unidirectional-
ity. More directivity is especially needed in noisy environ-
ments in order to pick up as little background noise as pos-
sible. Several different second-order unidirectional patterns
can be constructed by differential techniques based on first-
order differential signals. Design of a unidirectional pattern
as a cardioid formed from two dipole signals is described in
[41] and similar patterns can also be created with the HUT
microphone probe. Elko et al have also proposed an image-
derived method for constructing second-order unidirectional
or toroidal directivity patterns with an omnidirectional micro-
phone, a first-order dipole microphone and a reflecting table
top or a wall [37].

An application with a varying directivity pattern has been
introduced by Ishigaki et al. In [42] they describe an electron-
ically zoomable microphone system to be used with a video
camera based on mixing and filtering three cardioid signals.
Another system with varying directivity as a function of fre-
quency is described by Woszczyk [43]. He describes a system
where directivity is increased for lower frequencies in order to
pick up less reverberation when recording far from a sound
source. The changing directivity is implemented with simple
frequency dependent filtering of signals before using them to
form a differential directivity pattern. For example, a dipole
can be turned into an omnidirectional pattern at a chosen fre-
quency by filtering another one of the original omnidirectional
signals to zero.

SOURCE LOCALIZATION
Source localization has been studied extensively in connec-
tion with sonar applications, underwater acoustics, and au-
tomatic tracking of speakers in conference rooms. Antenna
literature is also a good source for information on this topic.
A comprehensive review of existing localization techniques is
far beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, a brief overview
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of the methodology is given and the techniques based on time
delay estimation are introduced in more detail. Finally, use
of source localization in measurement and recording applica-
tions is discussed.

Localization problems arise in active and passive applications.
In active applications the same system controls both a sound
source and a receiver. This gives some distinct advantages.
First, the signal emitted by the source can be chosen and is
always precisely known. Furthermore, the whole system can
often be designed to operate at certain limited bandwidth,
which alleviates problems related to beamforming and design
of the receiving array. On the other hand, in a general case
of passive localization there is no a priori knowledge of the
sound source. The goal of passive localization is usually to
find the position or the direction of a sound source or several
sources, while active systems aim at finding objects reflecting
sound waves. The following discussion concentrates on meth-
ods useful in both active and passive applications operating
at audio frequencies.

Array-based localization procedures can be loosely divided
into three categories [44]. In the first category source is lo-
calized by maximizing the output of a steerable beamformer.
One system for automatic search and recording of a single
speaker in a larger room has been introduced by Flanagan
et al [45]. Their system utilized a larger 2-D array of micro-
phones with delay-and-sum beamforming, but a correspond-
ing scheme can be implemented with the HUT microphone
probe using steerable first-order differential directivity pat-
terns. In the implementation of Flanagan et al simultaneous
beams were utilized, one of which was used for recording and
another one for scanning the room for a new speaker.

Statistical performance of beam steering based source local-
ization has been discussed in [46] and is compared to that of
the cross-correlation based time delay estimation localization
scheme (see the next section in this paper) in [47]. Presence of
several concurrent sound sources is one of the major problems
in this kind of localization. Flanagan et al ended up imple-
menting a speech detection algorithm to distinguish between
speakers and acoustical background noise. Wax and Kailath
[48] have extended the methodology to simultaneous localiza-
tion of multiple sound sources, but their technique requires
prior knowledge or the power spectra of all sound sources.

In the second category, methods of high-resolution spectral
analysis are utilized in beamforming. Most methods in this
group are originally designed for narrowband signals [44].
Extensions to wideband localization have been introduced
based on analysis of signal components at several subbands
both independently and interdependently. A coherent signal-
subspace method being able to separate several sound sources
has been introduced by Wang and Kaveh [49], and a related
method exploiting higher order statistics has been recently
proposed by Bourennane and Bendjama [50].

Time delay estimation based methods
The localization methods in the first two categories require a
search over the potential directions of sound sources. With
time delay estimate (TDE) based methods searching can be
avoided. In these methods the relative delays between mi-
crophones in an array are first calculated. This is typically
done by finding the maximum of a measure of similarity be-
tween the signals of each pair of microphones as a function of
their relative time lag. Delays are then used to determine the
location or direction of a sound source.

A common measure of similarity is the generalized cross-
correlation (GCC) function [51]. GCC is defined as the in-
verse Fourier transform of the weighted cross-spectrum of two
microphone signals

RGCC (τ) =

� ∞

−∞
ψ(f)Gx1x2(f)ej2πfτ df (9)

where τ is the time lag, ψ(f) is the weight defined as a func-
tion of frequency, and Gx1x2(f) is the cross spectral density
function

Gx1x2(f) = X1(f)X∗
2 (f) (10)

where X1(f) and X2(f) are the Fourier transforms of micro-
phone signals x1(t) and x2(t), respectively, and ∗ denotes the
complex conjugate. An estimate for the time delay now cor-
responds to the lag value maximizing RGCC (τ). An optimal
weighting function depends on source signal, the acoustical
environment, and possible interfering noise. The standard
cross-correlation function is obtained with ψXC (f) = 1. Two
other typical choices are

ψSCOT (f) =
1�

Gx1x1(f)Gx2x2(f)
(11)

resulting in the so called smoothed coherence transform, and

ψPHAT (f) =
1

|Gx1x2(f)| (12)

which is called the phase transform.

In discrete time implementations some kind of interpolation
is needed in order to get better estimates for the time de-
lays. Instead of finding the maximum of the phase transform,
Brandstein and Silverman [44] fitted a line to the phase re-
sponse of the cross-spectrum of two microphone signals and
used its slope to estimate the delay. Jacovitti and Scarano
[52], on the other hand, propose parabolic interpolation of
discrete cross-correlation function around its maximum value.
They also suggest replacing the computationally expensive
cross-correlation with square difference function (ASDF) or
average magnitude difference function (AMDF) defined as

RASDF (τ) =
1

N

N�
k=1

[x1(kT ) − x2(kT + τ)]2 (13)

and

RAMDF (τ) =
1

N

N�
k=1

|x1(kT ) − x2(kT + τ)| (14)

where N is the number of samples and T is the sampling pe-
riod. With these signal distance measures the estimate for
time delay corresponds to the lag value minimizing the func-
tions.

The second step of TDE localization is the determination of
source location based on the estimated delays. The TDE of
each pair of microphones corresponds to the other half of a
hyperboloid with two sheets. Ideally the location estimate
for a source is found as the intersection of all hyperboloids
defined by all microphone pairs in an array. In practice, how-
ever, there is always error in the TDEs and source location
needs thus to be estimated as the best fit to available data.
Several different error criteria for this fit have been discussed
in literature. In general the location estimation involves min-
imization of a set of non-linear functions and thus requires
numerical search methods [44]. However, a closed form so-
lution using exactly three TDEs derived from four different
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microphone pairs exists [53]. This does not use any averaging
to reduce errors caused by noisy TDEs, but it is computation-
ally light and can be readily used with the HUT microphone
probe. A number of closed form approximations to be used
with a larger number of TDEs have also been described in
literature. For a comparison see [54].

Due to inaccuracy in the determination of TDEs, estimation
of distance is not reliable for sound sources far from a mi-
crophone array compared to the dimensions of the array. An
estimation method for direction only based on TDEs is dis-
cussed in [55]. However, for remote sources the estimation of
angle of arrival can be alleviated by approximating the hy-
perboloid surfaces by cones having a vertex halfway between
corresponding pair of microphones. With this kind of approx-
imation the angle of arrival related to the line combining the
microphones can be written in the form

θ = cos−1
� cτ
d

�
(15)

where c is the speed of sound, τ is the TDE, and d is the dis-
tance between the microphones. In [56] two such angles cal-
culated from orthogonal and concentric pairs of microphones
were used to define two lines of potential locations in 3-D
space, one for each side of the plane formed by the micro-
phones. The actual location of a source was then approxi-
mated with a linear intersection of the lines defined by two or
more microphone quadruples.

With the HUT microphone probe the angle of arrival of a
sound source can be unambiguously defined with three exist-
ing orthogonal and concentric pairs of microphones located
on x-, y-, and z-coordinate. For better resolution it is ad-
visable to use the outer pairs. The procedure is outlined as
follows. Let τx, τy, and τz be the TDEs of the microphone
pairs on x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively. With Eq (15) and
some simple trigonometric manipulations the elevation angle
can be written in the form

φ = tan−1

�
�� τz�

τ2
x + τ2

y

	

� (16)

and the azimuth is given by

θ = tan−1

�
τy

τx


(17)

where the correct quadrant has to be determined from the
signs of τx and τy.

Reliable time delay estimation is an essential prerequisite for
determining the location with the previous methods. Sev-
eral modifications to the basic estimation scheme have been
developed in order to improve performance in noisy, multi-
source, or reverberant environments. Zhang and Er [57] in-
troduced a hybrid of TDE and coherent signal-subspace [49]
methods for source localization. Benesty [58] used eigenvalue
decomposition to derive better TDEs in reverberant environ-
ments. Griebel and Brandstein [59] argued that reduction of
cross-correlation functions to single TDE parameters causes
problems in reverberant conditions. Instead, they estimated
a delay vector directly based on cross-correlations between
different microphone pairs. Finally, Liu et al [60] introduced
an interesting method for localization of multiple independent
sound sources, incorporating features from models of human
binaural processing.

Applications of source localization
Passive source localization methods have been typically used
for automatic beam steering in systems where isolated pickup
of selected sources is desired. Application areas include for
example teleconferencing, handsfree telecommunication in a
car environment, hearing aids, and speech recognition [44].
In video conferencing and surveillance systems, steering of a
camera based on acoustical source localization has also been
discussed.

In many active systems only directional localization needs to
be defined using the previous methods. Locations of objects
producing low order reflections can then be easily determined
based on angles of arrival and times of propagation from the
active sound source to the receiving array. Sonars are typical
examples of active systems localizing surrounding objects this
way.

Room response measurements are actually not that different
from sonar applications, although their emphasis is not on
finding out the geometry of a room but on the effect of the ge-
ometry and materials on the soundfield. TDE based methods
can, for instance, be used to give more accuracy to directional
analysis of measured responses. Passive methods can, on the
other hand, be utilized in directional noise measurements and
localization of noise sources. Passive estimation of room re-
sponses and geometry is, however, very difficult since it is not
easy to separate several coherent reflected signals from each
other without exact knowledge of the original signal.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Several methods related to application of microphone arrays
were discussed. The measurement section introduced meth-
ods for directional measurement, analysis, and visualization
of room responses. In the context of recording applications,
several directional microphone arrays and techniques for sur-
round sound recording were discussed. Some special direc-
tional systems related to acoustic communications applica-
tions were also described. Finally, the problem of sound
source localization was addressed and the principles of time
delay estimation based localization were introduced. In each
application case special emphasis was given to methods that
can be used with the HUT 3-D microphone probe.

Future work consists of incorporating source localization tech-
niques into measurement applications. Automatic extraction
and analysis of low-order reflections and propagation paths
in a room from measured directional responses is one such
task. Effective separation of single reflections from response
measurements could provide new means for analysis of re-
flection properties of the walls of the room. New directional
descriptors for room and concert hall acoustics are also being
developed.

In passive applications, better distance localization based on
known or estimated properties of a room, instead of proper-
ties of the emitted signal, is one of the research goals. Future
work also includes examination of microphone array local-
ization properties in relation to the human hearing, thus con-
necting microphone array techniques with auditory modelling
and binaural processing.
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